Abstract-A data warehouse contains multiple views accessed by queries. One of the most important decisions in designing a data warehouse is the selection of materialized views for the purpose of efficiently implementing decision making. The search space for the selection of materialized views is exponentially large, therefore, heuristics have been used to search a small fraction of the space to get a near optimal solution. In this paper, we explore the use of a genetic algorithm for the selection of materialized views based on multiple global processing plans for many queries. Our experimental studies indicate that the genetic algorithm delivers better solutions than some heuristics.
Introduction
A Data Warehouse (DW) is a repository of integrated information available for querying and analysis. DW is an approach to the integration of data from multiple, possibly very large, distributed, heterogeneous databases and other information sources. In this paper, DW data model is based on SP J (Selection-Projection-Join) model rather than multidimensional model. There are many research issues related to DW [18] , among which materialized view selection is one of the DW challenging ones. The related recent work is presented in [17] , [8] , [2] , [7] , [lo] , [13] . The problem is proven to be NP-complete [8] . In this approach, it is to extract and integrate information of interest from each source in advance and store them in a centralized repository. When a query is evaluated, the intermediate result is called view, which is virtual. The view which is stored in advance in repository is called materialized view.
Usually we have the following choices: 0 Materializing all the views in the DW can achieve the best performance at the highest cost of maintenance; 0 Leaving all the views virtual will have the poorest performance but the lowest maintenance cost; 0 If we have some views materialized, and some vir- 0-7803-5536-9/99/$10.00 01999 IEEE tual, especially when there are some shared views on common data involved, then we can achieve an optimal balance between performance and maintenance.
Our problem in this paper can be described as follows: based on multiple queries, select a set of views to be materialized in order that the total query and maintenance cost is minimized. Our problem is different from the multiple query optimization problem. In section 2.4, we will explain the difference in details.
Most of the work done so far made use of heuristics for selection of materialized views in order to obtain a near optimal solution -the minimum sum of query response time and view maintenance time under some constraint.
Especially, in [9], [7] , [6], [8] , they mainly exploited a greedy algorithm to select materialized views.
The algorithms used in optimization can be classified into four types [16] , [4].
Deterministic algorithms: Every algorithm in this
class constructs a solution step in a deterministic manner, either by applying heuristics or by exhaustive search.
2.
Randomized algorithms: Algorithms in this class pursue a completely different approach: First, a set of moves are defined. These moves constitute edges between different solutions of the solution space. Two solutions are connected by an edge if (and only if) they can be transformed into one another by exactly one move. Each of the algorithms performs a random walk along the edges according to certain rules, terminating as soon as no more applicable ones exist or a time limit is exceed. The best solution encountered so far is the result.
3.
Genetic algorithm: Genetic algorithms make use of a randomized search strategy very similar to biological evolution in their search for good solutions. Although in this aspect a genetic algorithm resembles randomized algorithms as discussed above, the approach shows enough differences to warrant a consideration of its own. The basic idea is to start with a random population and generate offspring by random crossover and mutation. The "fittest" members of the population(according to the cost function) survive the subsequent selection; the next generation is based
4.
on these. The algorithm terminates as soon as there is no further improvement or after a predetermined number of generation. The fittest individual found is the solution.
Hybrid algorithm: Hybrid algorithms combine the strategies of pure deterministic and pure randomized algorithms: solutions obtained by deterministic algorithms are used as starting points for randomized algorithms or as initial population members for genetic algorithms.
Recently the robustness of genetic algorithm has lead database researchers to consider it to be applied in their own discipline [3], [5], [16] .
In this paper, we apply a genetic algorithm to a number of global query processing plans to minimize cost of queries and maintenance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 explains and defines the issues for the selection of materialized views based on multiple processing plans. In section 3, we present the genetic algorithm for the selection of materialized views based on multiple processing plans. Section 4 presents the experiment results using our evolutionary approach. We conclude in section 5 by analyzing and summarizing our experiments and suggesting some ideas for future work.
Selection of materialized views
Our problem is related to three optimization issues, i.e, query, multiple queries, the selection of materialized views.
Query optimization
Since join is one of the most expensive operations, for simplicity we only consider join operation. Hence, query optimization is actually join order optimization.
Assume that a database D is given a set of relations R I , R2, ..., R,. A processing plan for a query Q is defined as a local processing plan for a query &. A local processing plan is a query graph. Since we only consider join operation, a local processing plan for a query is actually a join binary tree which consists of all relations as its leaves and join operations as its inner nodes. The edges are labeled with the join predicate and the join selectivity. The join predicate maps tuples from the Cartesian product of the adjacent nodes to {false, true}, depending whether the tuple is to be included in the result or not. The join selectivity is the ratio included/total number of tuples. The search space is the set of all local processing plans. Because the structure shape of the processing can be arbitrary, the cardinality of the set is much higher. A point in the search space is one particular plan. Every point of the search space hais a cost associated with it. The cost function maps the processing tree to cost.
Since there are lots of methods such as Nested Loop, Sort-Merge, Hash Loop, to perform the join operation, there exist lots of cost functions with respect to the processing tree.
For example, for Nested Loop join with no indices available, each tuple of the outer relation must be checked against every tuple of the inner relation, so we obtain cost(R1 w R2)=IJRlll * llR211.
Among the solution space, the left-deep processing trees has been of special interest to researchers. The leftdeep tree is a tree where inner relation of each join is a base relation. In this paper, we mainly focus on left-deep tree. For n relations, the number of possible solutions are m*n! where m is the number of left-deep trees. With the number of relations increasing, m increases rapidly
In Figure 1 , the costs of two join trees in (1) may be different due to different join methods. The costs of two join trees in (2) are different as well although the join method and the structure are the same. Given a set of processing plans for the query, the goal of query optimization is to find a processing plan within a set of processing plans with lowest cost.
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Multiple query processing optimization
A DW is a repository of integrated information available for querying analysis. One issue we have to deal with is multiple query processing. In [ll] , [14] , a systematic look at the problem has been presented.
Assume that a set of queries &=&1,&2, ...,Qn is given. For every query Qi, there exist at least one pro-cessing plan. We called it a local processing plan. A global/multiple processing plan for Q corresponds to a plan that provides a way to compute the results of all n queries. A global/multiple access plan can be constructed by choosing one plan for each query and then merging them together. The locally optimal plans is referred to as the cost plans for processing each query Qi individually. This corresponds to the join order optimization. The globally optimal plan is referred to as the global processing plans by merging the common parts of individual local plans. The Multiple Query optimization(MQ0) problem is as follows: Given n sets of processing plans PI, P2, ..., P,,
.., Pik;} being the set of possible plans for query Qi, 1 5 i 5 n, Ici is the number of local processing plans for Qi. Find a global/multiple processing plan by selecting one plan from each P i such that the cost (query cost)of global/multiple processing plan is minimized.
In general, the union of the locally optimal plan is different from the globally optimal plan. Hence, we cannot find the globally optimal plan by simply combining the locally optimal plan.
In our problem, the multiple query optimization is somewhat different from that presented in [ll] , [14], we look into all possible combinations of individual query plans by sharing the common parts and then based on these combinations select the materialized views.
When combining multiple query processing plans, i.e., multiple join trees, the produced global processing plan should be a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) not a tree. This is shown in Figure 2 . 
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Figure 2: A global processing plan should be a DAG
The materialized view selection optimization
In the DW approach, selected information is extracted in advance and stored in a repository. A DW can therefore be seen as a set of materialized views defined over the sources. Now the problem we are dealing with is how to select the views to be materialized so that the cost of query processing and view maintenance for all the nodes in a global processing plan is minimized.
An obvious approach is to apply the exhaustive search algorithm for materialized view selection on the set of queries. However this approach is impractical if the search space is big. Many researchers take the heuristic way to trim the search space in order to get the results quickly, but by this way, only a near-optimal solution can be achieved. Compared to heuristic optimization, genetic algorithms have many advantages such as searching from a population of points using probabilistic transition rules. In order to avoid exhaustive search in the whole solution space and obtain a better solution than that obtained by heuristic methods, we will apply a genetic algorithm to our problem.
In the next section, we will present a brief view of cost model used for selection of materialized views, then we will explain what the genetic algorithm is and how to apply it to our problem.
The cost model of materialized view selection
As described in last section, a global processing plan is a DAG.
Let fq,fu be query frequency and maintenance frequency respectively. qi denotes the ith query.
We use the linear cost model [9] to calculate the cost of query Q: The cost of answering Q is the number of rows present in the table for that query QA used to construct Q. Given a global processing plan, the objective is to minimize the above cost.
Given n sets of local processing plans PI, Pz, ..., P,, with P i = {Pil,Pi2, ..., Piki} being the set of possible plans for query Qi, 1 5 i 5 n, Ici is the number of local processing plans for Qi. Find a global processing plan by "merging" n local processing plans (one out of each set Pi). Within This illustrates that optimization of selection of materialized views is difficult.
To find the optimal solution for selection of materialized views, one could enumerate all possible combinations of locally processing plans for m queries, but there will be nl!*nZ!* ... n,! combinations. Based on every produced global processing plan, supposed that there are n nodes, finding the optimal solution for selection of materialized views will be 0 ( 2 n ) [19] .
Evolving materialized views
that there is a performance gain if an intermediate result is materialized. If the intermediate re-
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sult happens to be a common subexpression which can be shared by more than one query, then there is a view maintenance gain as well.
3.
In MQO, the ultimate goal is to achieve the best performance, while our problem has to take into consideration of both query and view maintenance cost.
4.
In MQO, the input is a set of queries and the output is a global optimal plan. In our problem, however, the input are a set of global queries and their access frequencies, and a set of base relations and their update frequencies. The output is one or more global processing plans with minimized total query and maintenance cost.
Just as we cannot guarantee to get the globally optimal processing plan by the union of the locally optimal plan, we cannot guarantee to get the optimal solution of the selection of materialized views based on the optimal globd/multiple processing plan.
For example, an optimal global processing plan may have optimal query cost 333m. m denotes million. Based on this global processing plan, we may obtain the total cost (query cost plus maintenance cost) is 310m. But with a non-optimal global processing plan that has query cost 350m, we might get the total cost (query cost plus maintenance cost) 300m, which is less than 310m.
One of differences between genetic algorithms and other heuristic techniques is that genetic algorithms operate on a population of individuals, not a single individual. Every population is called a generation. A single solution is called a phenotype represented by a single individual. Solutions are represented as chromosomes, which is composed of genes that can take ldifferent values (alleles). A genetic algorithm creates an initial generation, G(O), and for each generation, G(t), generates a new one, G(t+l). An abstract view of the algorithm is shown in Figure 3 .
Each problem should have its own solutions represented as chromosomes by an appropriate encoding. Selection, crossover, and mutation, are applied to successive populations to create new populations. In other words these three operators are applied to G(t-1) to generate G(t) as shown in Figure 3 . In order to get the best solution, a lot of generations may be evolved. Several stopping criteria exist for the algorithm. For example, the algorithm may be halted when all solutions in a generation are identical. An alternative would halt after a fixed number of evaluations and take the best solution found.
The representation of our solution
Representation is a key issue in genetic algorithms because genetic algorithms manipulate a coded representation of the problem.
Given n queries Q1, Q2, ...Qn, the fixed length of each individual is n, where n is the number of queries. An individual looks like: Pli, Pzj, ..., P n k , where Pmn indicates the nth processing plan for query Qm, represented by an integer number.
With the set of processing plans for one query, we order the processing plans according to certain criteria like ascending order of cost, and then obtain an array of integer numbers corresponding to the processing plans.
For example, there are three queries: Q1, Q2, Q3 and the respective number of local processing plans are 12, 120, 120. 
Mapping cost function in our problem to fitness function in genetic algorithm
Since the objective in our cost model is stated as the minimization of sum of query cost and maintenance cost and the fitness function of a genetic algorithm is naturally stated as maximization, there should be a transformation from our cost function to the fitness function. We use a common used transformation in genetic algorithms:
where C(X) denotes the cost function and f(x) is the fitness function. There are a lot of ways to choose the coefficient C,,,. emax may be taken as an input coefficient, as the largest C(Z) value observed so far, as the largest c(z) value in the current population, or the largest of the last k generations.
With this transformation, we can reach our goal. The less the cost function, the more the fitness function.
An individual is evaluated as follows:
Integrate/merge local processing plans by merging common parts among the local processing plans.
Apply a genetic algorithm or other heuristics to obtain the set of materialized views in order to minimize the total cost (query cost plus maintenance cost) of this global processing plan. Note that: the genetic algorithm here is applied to a fixed global processing plan to select materialized views. It is different from the genetic algorithm used to optimize global processing plans. We will refer to it as a lower level genetic algorithm compared with the genetic algorithm applied to multiple queries. The heuristic here is one used in [19] . It was applied to a fixed global processing plan to get the set of materialized views.
Transform this optimal cost to the fitness of the individual.
Crossover , Mutation and Selection
Crossover
The crossover operator attempts to swap partially good solutions in order to get better results. One point crossover is used in our genetic algorithm. For example, given two individuals: 
Mutation
The mutation operator is a means of the occasional random alteration of the value of a gene. 
Selection
The selection is a process in which individuals are reproduced according to their fitness. Individual with higher fitness values have higher chance to survive. Tournament selection is used in our experiment. Tournament selection means holding tournaments between a number of individuals and selecting the best member of a tournament group for survival to the next generation. The tournament members are typically chosen uniformly at random, and the tournament size (number of individuals involved per tournament) are usually small, ranging from two to ten individuals. If the size is equal to 1, that means no selection at all. For many applications in genetic programming values (6..10) have been recommended [l]. To our limited experience, we took tournament size, ranging from 4 to 7.
Experimental studies
All experiments were performed under SUNOS 5. For simplicity, query processing plans used in our experiments are generated as a set of left-deep binary trees. It has been argued that good solutions are likely to exist among these trees [16] . The experiments were run over randomly generated queries. These queries share at least two relations. For our experiments, we have generated up to 60 queries. Each query has from 6 to 720 different query processing plans. The solution space for such problems is huge. For example, with 10 queries, there are 72010 global processing plans. With each global processing plan, there are 40 join nodes in average, the complexity of selecting materialized views is O(2"). Hence, the total solution space is 72010*(0(240)). Using this design, experimental results reliably show the performance of the different approach.
In order to study the behaviour of our algorithm, we compare it with the following intuitive optimization heuristic method:
1. We create global processing plans by merging all the local optimal plans. Note that, there may be more than one local optimal plans for one query. Global processing plans are the single combination of different local optimal plans.
2. Based on these global processing plans, we apply the genetic algorithm to select materialized views.
3.
Compare the total cost (query cost plus maintenance cost) of each global processing plan and select the one which gives the lowest cost.
In Figure 4 , GA1 denotes the higher level genetic algorithm applied to multiple queries, GA2 denotes the lower level genetic algorithm applied to a single global processing plan, H1 denotes the intuitive heuristic described above, H2 denotes that one used in [19] . H1 is different from H2. H1 is used for the selection of processing plans based on multiple queries. H2 is used for the selection of materialized views on a fixed global processing plan.
We have experimented with different combinations of algorithms to figure out the best one. We have the following combinations: GA1-GA2 means that a higher level genetic algorithm was applied to multiple queries and a lower level genetic algorithm was applied to every fixed global processing plan; GAl-H2-GA2 denotes that a genetic algorithm was applied to multiple queries and to every fixed global processing plan the heuristic H2 was applied, finally, to the best individual, apply genetic algorithm GA2 to get the final results. GAl-H2 means that genetic algorithm was applied to multiple queries and to every fixed global processing plan the heuristic H2 was applied. Hl-H2 means that H1 was applied to multiple queries and to every fixed global processing plan the heuristic H2 was applied. H1-GA2 denotes that H1 was applied to multiple queries and to every fixed global processing plan genetic algorithm was applied. Since GA1-GA2 costs days of time, it is not included in Figure 4 .
El-om the results shown in Figure 4 , we can conclude that with small number of queries, GAl-H2-GA2 appears to be the best result among those combinations of algorithms. Hl-H2 got the fastest evaluation time. With the increase of queries, Hl-GA2 still keep obtaining the best results with time cost increasing slightly. Since the total cost increases hugely as query number increases, a little difference in the comparison of the results will result in a large amount of tokal cost saving. With large number of queries, H1-GA2 appears to be a good choice.
Conclusion
The selection of materialized views based on multiple query processing plans is a combinatorial optimization problem. In this study, a genetic algorithm was developed to optimize the selection of materialized views. The performance of the proposed genetic algorithm was compared with other heuristics. The performance of the combination of a genetic algorithm and other heuristics is also studied. The results show that combination of genetic algorithm and heuristic is a good approach. Considering the performance and the evaluation cost, the combination of genetic algorithm and heuristic is better than using only genetic algorithms or only heuristics. There is always a trade-off between the total cost of query plus maintenance and the optimization cost. If the DW is real-time, and queries change frequently, genetic algorithms may be improper to this kind of application. If the DW is relatively stable, and the queries do not change frequently, then it is worthwhile to apply the genetic algorithm.
From the results shown in figure 4 , we can conclude that genetic algorithm works better than heuristics. In the future, we should explore other combinatorial optimization algorithm such as simulated annealing, and compare them with genetic algorithm.
